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Hawks falter on road again, lose to Thunder

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

10:53 p.m. Friday, December 31, 2010 

OKLAHOMA CITY -- It shouldn't be surprising that the Hawks went into the Thunder's building and 

threatened to win.

That hasn't been the problem for the Hawks this season.

"We have always positioned ourselves for a win, which is a good sign," Hawks coach Larry Drew said 

before his team played the Thunder on Friday. "But we are still learning how to win on the road; we are 

still learning how to play on the road."

The lessons still haven't taken hold for the Hawks. After rallying to challenge the Thunder late, they 

violated each of Drew's three guidelines for winning on the road and lost 103-94.

It was the Hawks' sixth loss in eight road games against opponents that currently have winning records. 

The Hawks had the lead or were close to it in the fourth quarter in each of those defeats, but faltered at 

critical moments.

This time the Hawks, down 14 points in the third quarter, cut the lead to 83-81 early in the final period. 

But the Thunder responded with a 13-4 run, capped by star forward Kevin Durant's 3-pointer, and sent 

the Hawks to their sixth road loss in their past seven.

During that decisive spurt, the Hawks turned the ball over, settled for jump shots and couldn't get 

rebounds. That's the opposite of Drew's preferred formula for road games.

"We can't play too fast of a style [which] we are really not accustomed to," he said before the game. "We 

try keep crowd out of it, contain the boards, and limit our turnovers. When we do that on the road position 

ourselves well."

After Oklahoma City's late run gave them a 96-85 lead, the Hawks made one last run at them. Jamal 

Crawford's layup cut the lead to 99-92 with 1:22 to go but that's as close as the Hawks could get.

Despite Drew's warnings, the Hawks tried to match Oklahoma City's frantic style early, and the results 

weren't good. Oklahoma City opened the game scoring on easy baskets as the Hawks scrambled to 

keep up.
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The Thunder made 12 of 22 shots, eight of nine free throws and didn't record a turnover while building a 

33-24 lead after a quarter. The Hawks eventually revved up their offense to make a game of it, but 

couldn't sustain their momentum each time they tried to rally.

The Hawks had the lead down to 47-42 when center Jason Collins earned two free-throw attempts. He 

missed both, and after Durant made a 3-pointer, Hawks forward Josh Smith's turnover led to a Russell 

Westbrook score.

Mike Bibby's 3-pointer got the Hawks within 69-66 in the third quarter. The Thunder scored the next 

seven points to stay in control.

Durant scored a game-high 33 points. With forward Marvin Williams (back) out, Smith, a natural power 

forward, got first crack at guarding Durant.

"But there are probably going to end up being three or four different guys guarding him," Drew said. "We 

have to give him different looks because he gets a lot of touches, and he's a tough guard. We will have to 

change some defenses in trying to limit him as much as we can.

"He gets a lot of shots, but he's a prolific scorer. The thing you have to do is try to make him work for 

everything."

The Hawks hounded Durant with Smith, Joe Johnson and Damien Wilkins. He still made 11 of 22 shots 

and all six of his free-throw attempts.

Crawford scored 26 points, and Smith, who missed most of the third quarter after suffering a cut on his 

head, had 23 points for the Hawks. But Johnson missed 14 of 20 shots.

Westbrook hurt the Hawks with his quickness while scoring 23 points with 10 assists.

"Durant, everyone knows he is a superstar, but Westbrook has emerged as a star as well," Crawford 

said. "He's playing with a lot of confidence."
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